
RECOLLECTIONS
MRS. ENAMA

by Doreen Mayo

In conjunction with the
special historical interest of
this issue of the COLLEGIAN
interviews have been held with
many people who have spent a
long time at Highacres. One
of these people is Mrs. Drama,
a lady we are sure many of you
have seen or spoken to at one
time or another. Mrs. Eiamals
office is right next to Dr.
David's in the Main Building.

Mrs. Eriama's memories ex-
tend all the way back to when
Eighaores wasn't yet Hiiihscres
and the buildings in use for
classes were old Hazleton
School district building Which
were not in use at he time.
In 1946 the Walnut Street
School also became a part of
the growing Penn State cam-
pus here in Hazleton. Rem.
entary students used the build-
ing at the. same time as the
college students.

The next place that was
used by the students and facul-
ty of the Hazleton Campus of
Penn Water vas the Markle Man.
sisal, now commonly known as
theMeinßuilding. Mrs. Enema
remembers that all the fur-
niture has to be removed from
the mansion in order to allow
classroom to be made out of
the rooms in the mansion. The
dining roan of the estate is
now the Student Affairs office.

It that time, the South
Building was a greenhouse,
which later was put into use
as an engineering lab. There
was a flagstone walk in the
places which are covered by
macadam now.

Mks. Beams fondly reuse-
bers the closeness between
the students and the teachers
then. The teachers w•re given
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the opportunity tobget to know
the smaller amount of students
well. A large number of Y.M.
II veterans were among the stn-
dents who then attended Riebp.
acres.

Speaking of school func-
tions and the like, /6. Emma
remeibers that all school af-
fairs were well-attended, and
recalls that students had to
rent a hall to hold a dance.

She also remslbers, net
so fondly as many other things,
that all of the grading on cam-
pus use handled completely by
herself and kei .

.

They didn't have a computer
to handle the red tape and
the reports cards. Three
Cheers for Collosusl

CAMPUS
RECRUITMENT

Mese job openings were
posted on August 31, 1974,
but the positions are still
of interest to Highaores stu-
dents.

Foster Wheeler Corp., Mountain-
top - 12/12/74 - 9 openings for
draftsmen - MET
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Gannett, liming Oordnl
venter, Ina. - 1/9/75 -

tit= at thin tine - MET

Ingersoll Rand Co., - 1
Tool Design= and Prod
signer - MET

Praetor and Gamble Co.
14 & 15/75 - uncertain
time - MET & EST

Pennsylvania Poser and
1/ 17/75 - uncertain at
time - EET

Newport NOW Shipbuild
1/23/75 to be summon*

& NET

Axmat - 1/29/75 -

taia at this time - MET
EET

Bowen Engineering - 2/3
Engineering Technician
OCT

few Jersey Zinc - 2/11/
OMET

EKG, Link-Belt Division
2/13/75 - 10 MET, 1 EMT
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An engagement ring
with a Continental heritage

Light bursting
from a band of lace

eight diamonds clustered
instarlight

. . .

and each leaf
in the band individually

handpolished

As uniqueas it is beautiful.
Just in time for happiness.

Just in time for love.
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HAZLETON PA.


